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Hand-crafted, affordable goodness from Portland, Oregon 

the look of viridian 
reclaimed wood
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we start with ››› why
At Viridian, we speak for the trees. 
We exist to give new life to the 
precious woods we reclaim, to 
reduce demand for new lumber and 
to make our community a better 
place for us being here.

“  We love where we live, and we want 
to ensure the highest quality of life for 
generations. It’s why we do what we do.” 

                               ›››  JOE MITCHOFF & PIERCE HENLEY, co-founders
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we are ››› viridian reclaimed wood
Our story was born in 2004 down at the shipyard, with 
a lot of grit and a couple of friends’ idea to rescue some 
really amazing wood from winding up in the landfill. Viridian 
pioneered a method to up-cycle this wood into truly unique, 
affordable and easy-to-install flooring, paneling and tables.
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Viridian’s 65,000 square 
foot facility is in the 
shadow of the St. John’s 
bridge in Portland.

marvel 29 residences, our neighbor and client in st. john’s

order with confidence ››› 
Viridian’s award-winning process gives us 
access to a very deep and dependable 
inventory. Our specialty is supplying large 
projects with consistent reclaimed wood:

› unique looks  

› affordable options  

› durable finishes 

› short lead times 

› reliable stock  

› fsc® certified
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new ››› sustainable engineered flooring
Viridian’s engineered flooring is designed for high-traffic commercial 
environments: 

› durable uv finish

› in-stock for quick turnaround 
› wide planks and long lengths

› thick wear layer for multiple re-sandings

› sustainable fsc mix 75% or greater

› nail, staple, glue or float over any surface

5″ white oak 
SELECT GRADE

5″ maple
SELECT GRADE

7″ white oak 
CHARACTER GRADE

7″ maple 
LIGHTWASH

7″ white oak 
LIGHTWASH

7″ maple 
GRAYWASH

engineered flooring options ›››

white 
oak

hard
maple

american
walnut

hickory

7″ hickory
CHARACTER GRADE

7″ hickory
LIGHTWASH

7″ hickory
GRAYWASH

7″ walnut
CHARACTER GRADE

7″ white oak 
GRAYWASH
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ADDITIONAL INFO ››› other widths, materials and stains 
available. Call for details. 

 viridianwood.com



 

antique barnwood 

jakarta 
LIGHT

granary plank 
ANTIQUE

jakarta 
DARK

jakarta 
RUSTIC

jakarta 
TROPICAL MIX

solid flooring options ››› unfinished

smooth

rustic

fishtail oak doug fir
MIXED GRAIN

doug fir
VERTICAL GRAIN

reclaimed wood flooring
Viridian’s solid wood flooring is a beautiful, 
durable and sustainable choice you can 
feel good about. Rustic or refined, we have 
a flooring option that matches your style 
and budget. 
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fsc white oak 
NATURAL

jakarta
RUSTIC

fsc white oak 
WHITE-WASHED

jakarta
TROPICAL MIX

fsc walnut 

reclaimed redwood

trending table options ›››

watershed one desk 
base

community table base
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reclaimed wood tabletops
We design our reclaimed wood tables for heavy-use 
environments, and we finish them to withstand  
constant spills and wipe downs. Our skilled craftsmen 
get just the right combination of reclaimed wood  
style and functional performance. They are perfect  
for restaurant, office or home use.

› short lead times

› industry leading, durable prefinish

› fsc® certified

› discounts starting at only 10 tables 

additional table lines 
on following pages

ADDITIONAL INFO ››› bases available for desks, conference 
tables and community tables 

 viridianwood.com
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antique barnwood 
RUSTIC

antique barnwood 
VINTAGE OAK

antique barnwood 
SKIP-PLANED

table options ›››

antique barnwood 
EBONY OAK

antique barnwood 
GRAY OAK
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antique barnwood tables
Reminiscent of a bygone era, our all-American oak hardwood 
tables are reclaimed from time-worn barn siding. Viridian 
craftsmen preserve the circle-sawn marks, nail holes and 
vintage patina while making the texture subtle enough for 
everyday use in restaurants. We also offer “hit-and-miss” skip 
plane and smooth face barnwood tables.
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doug fir 
RUSTIC ESPRESSO

doug fir 
SMOOTH ESPRESSO

doug fir 
RUSTIC CANDLELIGHT

doug fir 
SMOOTH CANDLELIGHT

table options ›››

doug fir 
SMOOTH NATURAL

old school gym 
bleacher
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old growth doug fir beam tables
Viridian is in the heart of doug fir country, giving us access to the biggest and best  
old growth beams around. The rich character from the wood’s past life as a structural 
beam will add a warm sense of heritage to your design.
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ADDITIONAL INFO ››› matching 
paneling, flooring, stair treads and 
shelving available.
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new ››› live edge tabletops
Live-edge tables are stunning, but they tend 
to be expensive, custom and prone to cracks. 
Viridian set out to change all of that by creating 
an organic live edge look that is both functional 
and economical. Our tables feature the thick 
and durable construction you’ve come to 
expect from Viridian, with a one-of-a-kind edge 
treatment that will set your project apart.

doug fir 
SMOOTH ESPRESSO

FSC white oak

doug fir 
SMOOTH CANDLELIGHT

FSC walnut 

doug fir 
SMOOTH NATURAL

tabletop options ›››

watershed one
DESK BASE

community table
BASE
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ADDITIONAL INFO ››› bases available for desks, conference 
tables and community tables 



 

editor’s choice ››› 
colorburst paneling
At Viridian, we’re always looking for 
what’s next and we are really excited 
about Colorburst paneling. Viridian’s 
master finishers take wood from 
dismantled grain silos and add a pop of 
color in the rustic nooks, crannies and 
holes in the boards. Deep layers of color, 
vintage patina and wood grain create a 
cool and current spin on reclaimed.

colorburst granary 
plank BLUE

colorburst granary 
plank GREEN

colorburst granary 
plank WHITE

colorburst granary 
plank PINK

paneling options ›››
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ADDITIONAL INFO ››› we can custom 
match your brand color. The sky is 
the limit and we challenge you to 
do something amazing with this 
material.



 

multi-D northwind 
MOCHA

multi-D granary plank 
BOURBON

multi-D northwind 
GRAY

multi-D jakarta 
RUSTIC

multi-D northwind 
WHITEWASH

multi-D jakarta 
TROPICAL MIX

multi-D paneling options ›››
new ››› multi-dimensional paneling
Viridian has custom made multi-D for years, and this year  
we standardized our specs, created stock prefinished options 
and added a tongue-and-groove to make it incredibly easy 
to install. Achieve the amazing look of multi-D affordably and 
without your installer turning on you!
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commercial line ››› 
northwind paneling
Northwind wood is tough stuff! It grows in the 
frigid climate of subarctic Russia, and once 
harvested it endures grueling conditions as a 
transpacific shipping crate. Viridian has rescued 
this wood over a decade — creating this paneling 
helped define who we are and why we exist.

› fresh and modern with its reclaimed roots

› extremely cost-effective 
› prefinished (fire rated available)
› lightweight and easy to install

NW rustic 
SILVER

NW smooth 
WHITEWASH

NW rustic 
EBONY

NW smooth 
EBONY

NW rustic 
NATURAL

NW smooth 
NATURAL

northwind paneling options ›››

multi-D

multi-D northwind 
MOCHA

multi-D northwind 
GRAY

multi-D northwind 
WHITEWASH

NW rustic 
MOCHA

NW smooth 
MOCHA
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smooth

rustic
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good neighbor paneling
Robert Frost’s verse “good fences make good 
neighbors” is the inspiration for Viridian’s 
paneling reclaimed from backyard fences. 
Years of exposure to the elements for years 
create a patina that is  unmistakable and 
genuine. All material is kiln dried, lightweight 
and precision milled for seamless installation.  

good neighbor 
weathered UNFINISHED

good neighbor  
weathered 
SILVER UNFINISHED

good neighbor  
weathered PREFINISHED

good neighbor smooth 
REDWOOD

paneling options ›››
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reclaimed wood paneling
Viridian’s goal is to make it easy for you to specify 
reclaimed wood paneling. Our line offers affordable 
prefinished options designed for fast, easy installation.

› prefinished (fire rated available)
› short lead times 
› dependable inventory

›  all options 100% reclaimed and made in the usa antique barnwood 

jakarta 
DARK SORT

jakarta 
RUSTIC

jakarta 
LIGHT SORT

granary plank 
ANTIQUE

jakarta 
TROPICAL MIX

additional paneling options ›››

rustic 
face

smooth 
face

fishtail oak old school gym floor old school gym 
bleacher

doug fir
MIXED GRAIN

doug fir
VERTICAL GRAIN

granary plank 
BOURBON
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beams ››› stairs, shelves & mantels 
We work directly with designers to provide turnkey, custom stair 
treads, shelves, furnishings & mantels for commercial and residential 
installations. We have over half a million board feet of reclaimed beams 
that cover every size and length conceivable,  and we create specialty 
glue-ups for most materials. Call us with your design ideas and we will 
make them a reality!
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the look of ››› jakarta rustic
Our flagship material is a show-stopping mix of 
dense Asian hardwoods that arrive in Portland  
as transpacific shipping crates carrying steel 
railroad track. Designers love the long lengths, 
punctuated by vertical jet black lines where the 
tracks sat on the crates. 
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the look of ››› jakarta smooth
Just below the surface of the rugged exterior of jakarta boards are gorgeous, multicolored 
hardwoods bursting with personality. Smooth faces are available in many colors and options, 
and all are well suited to high traffic locations. It’s extremely versatile. 
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the look of ››› granary plank
Viridian’s West Coast location brings us amazing wood from abandoned warehouses, shuttered 
granaries and creaky old barns. This doug fir/pine mix is loaded with vintage character from 
its past life as a structural beam, including saw marks, nail holes and weathered patina. The 
material is precision milled for easy installation, while remaining true to its industrial origins.
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the look of ›››  
antique barnwood
Reminiscent of a bygone era, our all-American 
mix of oak and other hardwoods are reclaimed 
from time-worn barns. Viridian preserves each 
board’s best aspects—circle sawn marks, nail 
holes and vintage patina—and then precision 
mills and brushes them to create a subtle texture 
that is perfect for fast and consistent installs.

38›  viridianwood.com
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the look of ›››  
old school gym floor  
& bleachers
Reclaimed from gymnasiums being renovated, 
the vintage paint lines of our maple flooring 
calls to mind basketball games, assemblies and 
high school dances. 

We also get bleachers which can be milled for  
a clean look or you can embrace the original 
face, complete with seat numbers and angst-
filled teen graffiti!
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the look of ››› fishtail oak
This is not the run-of-the-mill oak you grew up with! Reclaimed from shipping crates from the Port of 
Portland, this high-quality exotic oak species has many variations of chocolate, honey and cinnamon. 
Like the scales of a fish, iridescent copper flecks give this oak a lively feeling while maintaining a 
consistent look. The quarter sawn appearance and punctuations of charcoal marbling provide a rich 
look that can warm a modern space or blend beautifully with traditional environments.
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in good company ›››  

Hand-crafted, affordable goodness from Portland, Oregon

unique looks ›  
We’re obsessive about staying 
on the cutting edge of wood 
trends. We’re always searching 
for what’s next!

affordable ›  
We have options for every style 
and budget. 

durable finishes ›  
Our products are built to last, 
and we have the best wood 
finishes in the business.

consistant specs ›  
Product specifications are 
clear, reliable and designed 
for quick and easy onsite 

reliable stock ›  
We have deep inventories 
and are able to supply large 
projects with consistent 
material.

short lead times ›  
Every order on time, on budget 
and no surprises.

fsc® certified ›  
FSC is the global leader for 
responsible forestry and all our 
products carry an FSC claim.

leed® ›  
All products are eligible for 
LEED credits and we have LEED 
APs on staff to help.
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order with confidence ›››

››› 8638 North Crawford Street, Portland  OR  97203

››› 877.909.WOOD (9663)

››› info@viridianwood.com

››› viridianwood.com

Giving new life to old wood takes a lot of tenacity and creative energy. If you think we sell wood flooring 
and tables, you are only partly right. A big part of our job is to discover new and creative ways to use wood, 
to innovate processes and to inspire others to use reclaimed wood products. We’re a close-knit group who 
loves what we do. We work hard, and we have a lot of fun while we do it. We’re smart, honest, genuine,  
a little wacky and wholly committed to growing our company sustainably in every sense of the word.
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8638 North Crawford Street, Portland  OR  97203
››› 877.909.WOOD (9663)    ››› info@viridianwood.com    ››› viridianwood.com

Hand-crafted, affordable goodness from Portland, Oregon 




